


There are only a few yachts that 
can cruise under any weather 

conditions anywhere in the world.
“Lady P.” is one of the finest 

custom built yachts, ABS certified 
for transatlantic range. 

The famous naval architect 
Professor Ruggiero and the 

experienced Mega Yacht Designer 
Sakiotis, after years of research 

have created a real masterpiece.
This “Little Ship” is superb in every 

detail, from the massively rigid 
hull, aluminum superstructure and 
high technology engineering to the 
elegant hand crafted staterooms.

The layout of this semi-
displacement hull is unique with a 
high degree of attention to detail 

and exquisite styling. 
The cherry and briar wood joinery 
is complimented by natural leather 

and silk for “Royal” personality. 
Designed and built for Luxury 

cruises with highest possible 
comfort and pleasure. 

This is your private five star 
floating hotel.

“Lady P.” is constructed under strict 
safety standards with veryt strong 

steel hull and bulbous bow, a 
feature found on larger yachts and 

ships, using the latest technology 
of NASA designed zero speed fin 
stabilizers and free of noise and 
vibration under way, so only the 

natural sound and the motion of 
waves is heard.

Welcome on Board



Timeless & Elegant Superyacht Style



Moving to the upper deck you 
are immediately greeted by the 
spacious outside arrangement, 

featuring a large sunbathing and 
seating area with 3 splendid tables, 

that is comfortably shadowed 
by two electrical bimini covers 

retractable from radar arch.
Dining “al fresco” on the sun deck 
is one of the joys of warm weather 

cruising. Later a dip in the hydro 
massage pool offers a different 
kind of refreshment. The curved 

refrigerated bar, the large barbecue 
and entertainment center enhance 

the pleasure of relaxation and 
outdoor living.

Upper Deck



Aft Deck

Welcome on board at the aft deck. 
Reflecting the inviting nature of this unique vessel with the oval table and cozy seating area just 

in front of the saloon refrigerated coctail bar, this is another ideal spot to relax and enjoy life. 
Finally for water sport lovers the latest equipment awaits with crew on hand to offer the 

ultimate pleasure. 
Water-ski, jet ski, snorkeling, diving equipment and 2 tenders, one high speed with diesel jet 

from the big garage at transom - the way mega yachts are built are ready for fun.



Saloon

As soon as you step through the electrical-opening glass 
sliding door which leads to the welcoming main saloon, 
you will immediately feel the atmosphere and come 
to realize the difference from other yachts even much 
bigger in length. 



Saloon

From the first glance you will be stunned by the interior decoration and blend of soft colors, genuine leathers and 
unique furniture, which are a perfect example of the warm-cosmopolitan Italian style. 
Even the audio system is sophisticated Hi-End, including hidden motorized Hi-Resolution Plasma T.V.



Dining Service

Luxury first class service at your fingertips. Fine 
and elegant formal dining with comfortable 
seating for a party of eight guests.



4t

The highly professional crew will provide the best service. 
Just relax and enjoy unforgettable culinary delights accompanied with chilled 
vintage wine or champagne

Detail of Handcrafted Onyx Floor



Main Deck Suite with Panoramic Sea View



Main Deck Owner Suite

Step on board and forget it all. Your private five star 
floating hotel welcomes you for relaxation. 

Dreamy and luxurious spacious cabins with every 
comfort, bathrooms with jacuzzi hydro massage, 

affion beautiful marbles and silk create a cozy 
atmosphere. 

Even Hi-End Home Cinema is provided for your 
private entertainment.



For your relaxation and pleasure enjoy the Jacuzzi tub 
which is surrounded by Afion marbles.

Lower Deck Royal Owner Suite



Even the guest cabins, one with twin 
bed and another with three beds 
are luxurious and the bathrooms 

are surrounded by Afion marble and 
shower with hydromassage in every 

cabin.  They all provide complete 
comfort and the guest cabins also 

are equipped with large wardrobes, 
Hi-Fi Flat T.V.’s, DVD for Home 

Cinema and International Mini-M 
plus GSM Telephone connection 

for voice, e-mail or internet 
communication.

Guest Cabins



Galley

The Extraordinary Gallery made of solid granite and stainless steel, perfectly equiped 
witl the latest MIELE kitchen equipment and large work area is every chef ’s dream. 



“Space technology” wheelhouse, 
equipped with  commercial hi-tech 

navigation and GMDSS communication 
equipment, includes large IMO color 

ARPA Radar and two secondary radars, 
Digital Gyro, double satellite global 

communication for voice, e-mail, fax 
and internet  with computer and even 
an international SAT-T.V. program from 

SEATEL system.

Wheelhouse



For water sport lovers the latest 
equipment awaits with crew 

on hand to offer the ultimate 
pleasure. 

Water-ski, jet ski, snorkeling, 
diving equipment and 2 tenders, 

one high speed with diesel jet 
from the big garage at transom 

 - the way mega yachts are built.

Aft-Deck - Garage



“Lady P.” complies in construction terms with the strict safety directives of American Bureau of 
Shipping which has surveyed each stage of its construction. The engine room is sound isolated, 
equipped with full remoted Caterpillar electronic engine vision control and two heavy-duty Caterpillar 
3412E engines that can reach a top speed of 15,3 knots. 

Engine Room



Steel Displacement  Hull  with Bullbous Bow

Enourmous displacement steel hull with bullbous bow, ideal for safe and comfortable trips even at very rough seas with extremely low fuel 
consumption. The Hi-tech intergrade hydraulic system drives the double digital zero speed fin stabilizers  controlled by sophisticated computer 
for extra comfort under any weather conditions although the electronic computer counts every second the complete engineering system for 
safe and pleasurable journeys.  



Hi - Technology luxury displacement motor yacht, safe and comfortable under any
weather conditions, full ABS classified for transatlantic range.

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

NAVIGATION & COMMUNICATION

Shipyard:                                          BUGARI, Constructed in Italy and Completed at 2003
Designer & Styling: Stelios Sakiotis
Hull Naval Architect: Professor Ruggiero
LOA: 29.00 metres / 95.14ft
Beam Max: 6.95 metres
Draft: 2.45 metres
Max speed: 16 knots/cruising 13-14 knots
Hull: Steel with Bulbous bow
Superstructure: Aluminum
Classification: ABS 100 A1
Fuel Capacity: 28.000 lt/5000 n.m. range at economic speed
Fresh water: 4.650 lt + 7.200 lt/day from water maker
Power: 2X925 hp  CAT 3412E DITA
Generators: 2X33.8 kVa + 1X13.5 kVa Kohler
Air Conditioning: Condaria Tropical 240.000 BTU
Stabilizers: American Trac Digital With Double Fins + Zero Speed
Bow Thruster & Stern Thruster: American Bow Thruster Hydraulic
Electrical System: 110/220/380/440 V Furlanetto International

Radar 1: JRC colour 21’’ ARPA 120 NM, IMO
Radar 2: JRC 96 NM 14’’ IMO
Radar 3: JRC colour 24 NM (fly bridge)
Autopilot: Plath NavpilotV
GPS: JRC DGPS 200
Gyro Compass: Plath Navigat XMK1 with 3 repeaters
SATCOM C: Thrane & Thrane
SATCOM MINI M: Thrane & Thrane
Navtex: JRC NCR 300 GMDSS
VHF GMDSS X 2: Sailor RT 4801 + ICOM
EPIRB + SART: McMurdo Automatic / Taiyo
Wind Analyser System: KVH/USA
Echosounder X 2: JRC FF50
Plotter X 4: Navionics, JRC color
Computer: IBM Pentium with LCD Display
CCTV System: 7 color waterproof inflared color cameras with matrix
Telephone-PBX: Ericsson with GSM interphase and WiFi Internet
Satellite TV: SEATEL digital for international use
Terrestial TV: NAVAL USA with hi-gain amplifier

Owner’ s suite on main deck and second suite on lower deck.
Both suites with jacuzzi. Each guest cabin consists of 2/3 beds.
All baths with luxurious marble. Audio-Video with Flat T.V. in all 

cabins with terrestial-satellite or DVD program. Independent fresh air ventilation
and air condition as well as MINI-M, GSM, fax, internet and e-mail.

ACCOMMODATION for 9 guests & 5/6 crew membersACCOMMODATION for 9 guests & 5/6 crew members

Main specifications
Model: BUGARI, Constructed in Italy and Completed at 2003
Designer & Styling: Stelios Sakiotis
Hull Naval Architect: Professor Ruggiero
LOA: 29,00 metres/ 96 ft
Beam Max: 6,95 metres
Draft: 2,45 metres
Max speed: 15,3 knots/ cruising 13-14 knots
Hull: Steel with Bulbous bow
Superstructure: Aluminum
Classification: ABS 100 A1
Fuel Capacity: 28.000 lt/ 5000 n.m. range at economic speed
Fresh water: 4.650 lt + 12.480 lt/day from water maker
Power: 2x925 hp  CAT 3412E DITA
Generators: 2x33,8 kVa + 1x13,5 kVa Kohler
Air Conditioning: For tropical climate 240.000 BTU
Zero Speed Stabilizers: American Trac Digital with Double Fins
Bow Thruster & Stern Thruster: American Bow Thruster Hydraulic
Electrical System: 24V DC/110/220/380/440 V AC , Furlanetto International

Radar 1: JRC colour 21” ARPA 120 NM, IMO
Radar 2: JRC 96 NM 14” IMO
Radar 3: JRC colour 24 NM (fly bridge)
Autopilot: Plath NavpilotV
GPS: JRC DGPS 200
Gyro Compass: Plath Navigat XMK1 with 3 repeaters
SATCOM C: Thrane & Thrane
SATCOM MINI M: Thrane & Thrane
Navtex: JRC NCR 300 GMDSS
VHF GMDSS x2: Sailor RT 4801 + ICOM
EPIRB + SART: McMurdo Automatic / Taiyo
Wind Analyser System: KVH/USA
Echosounder x2: JRC FF50
Plotter x4: Navionics, JRC color
Computer: IBM Pentium with LCD Display
CCTV System: 7 color waterproof inflared color cameras with matrix
Telephone-PBX-Intenet: Ericsson with GSM interphase x2 and WiFi Internet
Satellite TV: SEATEL digital for international use
Terrestial TV: NAVAL USA with hi-gain amplifier

Navigation & communication

Hi - Technology luxury semi displacement motor yacht, safe 
and comfortable under any weather conditions, constructed 

with full ABS classification for transatlantic range.

Accomodation for 9 Guests and 5 crew members
Owner’s suite on main deck and second suite on lower deck. Both suites with jacuzzi. Each guest cabin 
consists of 2/3 beds. All baths with luxurious marble . Audio-Video with Flat T.V. in all cabins with terrestial-
satellite or DVD movies. Independent fresh air ventilation and air condition as well as MINI-M, GSM, fax, 
wireless interntet and email.




